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LOCATED IN Cap-à-l’Aigle, La Malbaie, Québec, Canada, the house

capitalises on the exceptional view of the St Lawrence River, the

surrounding nature and the land form of the region, this development

meets the highest standards and promotes contemporary architecture

and local know-how.

The concept of the residence revolves around two off-centered

volumes positioned in such a way that they take in as much sunlight

as possible and to make the most out of the different viewpoints.

These two volumes seem to emerge from the forest and project

themselves towards the River and La Malbaie. The whole house forms

an angle that embraces a huge private terrace at the lower level.

Upon arrival, we discover the residence in its simplest form: two

distinct volumes covered with cedar shingles. At first glance, it is both

mysterious and unsettling. As we move towards and between the two

blind volumes, we discover an exceptional view. This observatory is

in fact a green roof under which lies a vast residence. The higher

volumes, apparently isolated, house the bedrooms and the bathrooms.

They are connected to an opened and largely fenestrated lower level

containing the living areas.

At the centre of the house, an architectural red metal spiral

Design Feature

A house that opens up to the great
St Lawrence river in Quebec

MU Architecture’s concern for details, awareness of the environment and love for beauty comes
through in their latest project facing the mighty river.
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staircase acts like a pivot to the two principal

axes. The living room, dining room and

kitchen are connected to this staircase which

incidentally serves as an ever-present visual

signal. The radiant concrete floor and the

foundation walls are left rough accentuating

the contrast with the cedar ceiling. The

kitchen, ergonomic and very contemporary,

contains a large island counter which is used

as a work surface and a dining table. It sits in

front of a large panoramic window offering

stunning views over the river.

This roomy urban house of 3,200 sq ft

built in a natural setting marries the site and

its escarpment. It is distinguished by a vast

2,000 sq ft terrace, a real interior beach which

extends towards the river, punctuated by

large rocks and trunks as if they were left by

the sea during low tide.



More information at www.architecture-mu.com
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About the architect
MU Architecture’s founders acquired a

considerable amount of  international

experience while working with multi-

disciplinary teams and practices in Montreal,

Vienna, Barcelona, Dubai and have

developed a wide range of expertise.

Since early 2010, the company’s

Montreal based firm projects include: new

construction design, institutional industrial,

residential, commercial and also efficient re-

development of  built spaces. MU

architecture’s desire to build sensitive spaces

is characterised by the conceptual nature of

their projects’ design, high quality

achievement and their obvious concern for

details. Given its passion for work,

architectural skills, travel experience and

client management strength, MU

Architecture thrives on new challenges and

spends the time and effort it takes to insure

success.  ■


